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The appendices to this report have been published in a separate volume.
They contain more detailed information relating to the various sections in this
report. If you are interested. in this additional information, request copies
from:

Alaska Sea Grant Communications
University of Alaska
Bunnell Building, Room 3
303 Tanana Drive

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

The appendices are as tollows:

Appendix A: Results of selected cruises of the National Marine
Fisheries Service in the Bering Sea, and Gulf of Alaska,
by statistical block, showing incidental catches of octopus
Japanese a.nd Korean octopus catch in the Bering Sea and
Gulf of Alaska, by statistical block
The estimated incidental octopus catch by mothership and
ster n trawler, by statistical block, derived from NMFS
f or e i g n ob ser ver da.ta
Detailed results of the feasibilit y analy sis of trawling
operations for octopus
Survey questionnaire and background information
Import and export statistics for countries reporting trade
in octopus
A summary of major producers oi the world's sea cucum-
ber, sea urchin, squid, octopus, and cuttlefish resources
with synopsis on the availability of import-export data
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ALASKA'S UNDERUTILIZED SPECIES � OCTOPUS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The world distribution of octopus is vast. The species also has a wide
consumer following. However, each consumer group has a narrow definition
of acceptable product, based on prepa.ration methods an d species type.
Alaska appears to have only one species that is found in commercial quantity:
~Octo us dofleig i--the giant Pacitic octopus. However, several other species
are found in ~tate waters that are of commercial significance, including
Octopus vubescens and Octopus leioderma. The degree to which this species
can be marketed overseas depends largely on how stmilar it is to traditional
food items made I'rom octopus found i» the importing country. A greater
opportunity nlay present itself closer to home in the form oi' local halibut bait
markets a»d small-scale ethnic markets. This would circumvent the Japanese
export and sale of O. dofleini to Alaska.

ig'URL D DIS'I'R IB UTION

The order Octopoda is subdivided into two groups oi markedly different form
and habit   Voss 1973 ! .

Cirrata  Pteroti!: This is a suborder of finned octopods with cirri
 hair-like growth! on the arms. They are all deepwater species of little
commercial importance.

Incirrata  Apteroti! This diverse suborder is the one that con.tains all
of the commercially relevant species. lvlost of the comfnercially important
octopods belong to three genera: ~Octo us, ~Cisto us and Eledone.
There are about 100 species that occur worldwide within these three
genera  Voss 1973!. However, 19 of these are of prime commercial impor-
tance and have been described by Briantais �974!, Voss �973!, Hotta
�976! and Sakamoto �97'! .

Table I shows the distribution and names of the 19 principal octopus species
of the world. Briantais, after Voss, has divided the world's neritic  waters
above the continental shelf! zone into 15 different regions from which octopus
are obtained. Regions I, II, IV, V, VI, XI, XII, and XV are those that are
the most heavily exploited. Species ~Octo us ~vui aria, the smaller counterpart
of O. dofleini, is the most heavily exploited octopod worldwide.

The following discussion of Table I and Fi gure I come from Voss, 1973 or
Briantais, 1974, unless otherwise noted.

Region I � Northeast Atlantic from USSR and Scandinavia to Gibraltar

Three species of octopus occur along the European Atlantic coast. These are
the common octopus, ~Octo us ~vul aria, the lesser octopus Eledone cirrhosa,
and the musk octopus Eledone moschata. Of these, the common octopus is the
most popular for the preparattoano Oood items. The two species of Eledone
are not as important.
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Region II � hiediterranean Sea

Four different species make up the major octopod fishery in
Sea: ~Octo us ~vul aria and O. ~macro us  popularly called ' p< ulpe»
"polpo"!, Eledone cirrhosa and b. moschata  the "moscardinos"!.

Region III - Northwest Atlantic

Of the area in the Northwest Atlantic shown, the only octopod fishery of
consequence is the Mexican fishery for O. ~ma a. There has been consider
able confusion in the past between O. ~ma a and O. ~vuj aria. The major
fisheries are located in the states of Campeche, Champoton. and Veracruz.

Region IV - Caribbean and Northern South America

Although octopus is taken locally in many of these areas, most never enter
the marketing chain. Thc major species of this area arc ~Octo us ~vul aria, O,
briareus, O. m~acro us, anci O. ~ma a.

Region V - Central Eastern Atlantic

Northeast Africa and the Gulf of Guinea are undoubtedly the richest octopus
harvesting areas in the world. Both Spain and Japan have explored the
Saharan Bank and the Mauritanian coast, and large stocks of ~Octo us ~vu  aria
were discovered by a Japanese fishing company in Cape Blanc Bay in I'965,

Region VI � Southeast Atlantic

Although there appear to be several species of octopus available for harvest,
little of it is taken because of the consumer habits of the southern African
nations. This observation is further substantiated by the paucity of infor-
mation we received from South African fisheries ministers.

Region Vll - Southwest Atlantic

From northern Brazil to Cape Horn, the only octopod of obvious commercial
importance is O. ~vu  aria. its fishery is by hand, incidental to trawling for
shrimp.

Region VIII � The Northeast Pacific

For the large areas of Alaska, western Canada, and the west coast of the
United States, the principal species that are caught are ~Octo us ~vul aria
dofleini and 0 f'and O. fttc~ . Thts statistical area covers a treroendous rang~
oceanic temperatures, all of which tend to separate the zoogeography of thes
species. For instance, Alaska is known to have only one octopus specie»n
commercial abundance, O. dofleini, although other species are present
There are two major, developed pools of demand for octopus on
American west coast. One is as bait for the North pacif ic halibut long I~
ishe, the oth' h ry, her is the Oriental an.d Mediterranean/European comnunities o

the west coast of the United States.



i<egion 1X � Central East Pacific � Baja California to 1:cuador

Region K � .'tout lie ist 1' iciric � 1'cru. to Cape Ilorii

iiecause ot t he ri;irrow or rioiiexiste.nt corit inert tal shelf, it is doubt t'ul that
any t>ctopus tishcry oi commercial importa»ce will be developed in this area.

Rt giilii xi � Northwest Pacific

As wilulf1 bc expcc ed, thisarea oi' tlie world has tremendous octopus fishing
«cti vit y, tar more thaii any other area ot' the world. Japan is the largest
world cori sumer of octopus and other cephalopods. China and South Korea
are perhaps second arid third, The world trend toward establishing terri-
torial seas has caused,lapaii to become an importer as well as a. harvester of
cephalopod resources, Voss  !973! speaks of the Northwest Pacific O. dofleini
fishery, slating that O. dofleini is caught by local t'ishermen. Okutant~1977
also speaks of the octopod fishery, stating that tJ. dofleinl is "appreciated"
by the Japanese consumer. However, Japan has also been in the busiiiess of
exporting over 10 kg of ~Octo us dofleini to Alaska for use as halibut bait.
Ttzc prized O. ~vut aria, however, is retained for food. Mainland China is
reported to Tish three species of octopus; O. ~vut aria, O. ocellatus «nd O.
variabilis  Chang and Chi 1961! .

Region Xll - 5Vestern Central Pacific

Hong Kong, Taiwan, the Phillipines, Malaysia and Thailand constitute the
subtropical/temperate part of the !Vest Pacific rim countries. The two major
octopods are ~Ctsto us indicus and O. ~ae ina. The exception to this general
ity is Taiwan, which has a fishery for O. ~vut aria, - nd the Phillipines, which
also harvests O. ~macro us.

Region XIII � Sout'hwestern Pacific

This area, composed of New Zealand, eastern Australia, Tasmania, and New
Caledonia, has an abundance of cephalopods, but they are not consumed by
local residents. A limited octopus fishery has been initiated lately in
Australia and New Zealand to satisfy the demand of their gourmet restaurants
as well as those of Japan.

Region XIV - Oceania

Pacific excluding the East
They offer little continental
benthic cephalopods. Local
eccl!atua, O. ~vul aria, and

This area, which includes islands of the central
Indies, are primarily atolls and volcanic islands.
shelf for the support of large stocks of neritic or
fisheries do exist for O. ~caneus, O. ~ae ina, O.
others.

Although a number ot octopus species aboutid  O. ~vul aris ~ O. chierchiae and
O. selene in the tropical portion of the distritzutzon; O. ~uT',ris, O. ritchii
and O. dotlenii in thc tcmpcratr' anne! a very sni.ill iishcry occurs in this
;ire;l, mostly tftr use»i MexiCO Or for the grow ing exportS tu 3 apan frOrn
Mexico ~



Region XV � Indian Ocean Coastal Waters

Octopods of this area include O. ~vul aria, O. globusus, O. herdmani, and O.

fishing potential of these areas.

Voss �973! also cites a region tabbed Southern Ocean, which may have
considerable stocks of a benthic shelf dweller, Pareledone ~s

ln summary, the widespread distribution of O. ~vul arts, its large consumer
acceptance, and its potential for more extensive fishing by developing coun-
tries. make it a potentially fierce competitor in the export market with Q.
dofleini.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF OCTOPODS OFF ALASkA

The distribution and abundance of octopus off Alaska is difficult to deter-
mine. Comprehensive fisheries-related literature on the subject is often
nonexistent or in another language. All readily available experience and
survey data has been gathered into this publication, to provide a starting
point in determining abundance and distribution of octopus off Alaska. The
following data sources were consulted for this task:

Data generated from discussions with divers and biologists.

2. Data collected from National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! trawl
surveys,

3. Data collected from foreign catch reports supplied through NlvlFS.

4. Data. collected from the NMFS Foreign Observer Program.

Each of these sources have specific strengths and weaknesses that are
pointed out in the following sections.

TRAWL SURVEY DATA

During the trawl surveys, NMFS uses a variety of trawling gear and attach-
ments for targeting species. There is also a careful record kept of incidental
catches.

For this study we selected 10 surveys, taken between 1973 and 1979. They
covered the entire Bering Sea and C'ulf of Alaska. Figures 2 and 3 show the
general survey areas. Appendix A contains detailed information on the seven
cruises reporting incidental octopus catches   Nhd F S 1973, 1975a, 1975b, 1976,
1977a, 1978a, 1978b, 1978c. 1978d, 1979c, 1979a!.

several cautions are in order about this data. First, most of the surveys
were taken in deep water and the figures are good only for those depths.
$ecafncl,, most cruises were not conducted in enough detail to identify the
octopus caught by species. In many cases, the crew member s are not spe-
cialists. NMFS encourages interested scientists to take part in the cruises,
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however. This is an e> cellent opportunity for tliose who v ish to conduct
field work or octopus. Tiiird, almost none ot' the gear described in Apperidix
A is useful for harvesting octopus. Mid-water trawls, ior example, will
produce a much different sampling from bottoia riets with bobbin gear.
Octopus can raove quickly arid have a good sense of wlicre nets are. They
can often avoid bottom nets, and are more likely to be a larger componerit in
mid-water tr awl samples.

DA'I.A FROKI DIVERS AND BIOLOGISi'S

Proniinent divers arid biologists from private, state, arid federal agencies v ho
dive in specific areas of Alaska were consulted. Available literature or
survey data on the subject of distribution ot the species group Qctopoda was
also consulted. The divers included: A'illiam High, NMFS, Seattle; Del
llanseii and Robert Earl, Ketchikan; Lou Barr and 13ob Ellis, Nli!FS, Auke
Bay; Ron Shirnek, University of Alaska, Ancliorage; Guy Powell, Alaska
Department of Fish and Game, Kodiak; Steve Jewett, institute of Marine
Science, University of Alaska, Fairbanks; arid a number oi' other dive shop
owners and sport divers. These observations, as v'ell as other available
literature were used to describe the existence and abundance of octopods in
the shallower subtidal areas of Alaska.

The distributional map in Figure 4 was based on these sources. Although it
shows the ranges of octopods that we believe exist in Ala.ska, the map is a
gross generalization of specific area information and different survey data.
Since diving is a highly localized survey technique, one should not int'cr from
the map that all shaded areas have been explored. Rather, these are best
guesses of. distribution based on isolated diving expeditions and available
data. Northern and western extreme distributions tor each species are also
described, based not only on information supplied by divers but. also that
supplied by authors of existing works. Other works coiisulted to create this
map include: Mottet  l975!; NMFS, Foreign fisheries data for l978; and NMFS
Gulf of Alaska, and Bering Sea Cruises from 1973 to 1979.

FOREIGN CATCH DATA

Catch reports are collected by NMFS directly from foreign vessels fishing in
U. S. waters. For selected species of commercial importance, NMFS processes
the data into statistical blocks and uses it to manage the fishery.

Figure 5 shows the 1978 catch rate per hour figures for Japanese and Korean
efforts. The raw data used to create these figures appeai's in Appendix B,

Although we have no measur e of their accuracy, these r eports do have
figures for homogenous catches of different octopus species reported by the
Japanese.

FOREIGN OBSERVER PROGRAM DATA

l978 foreign observer data was also used. It appears by statistical block
 . 5 lat. x 1 long. ! . Most of the observations were taken from Japanese
mother ships or independent stern trawler s. In some cases we also have
information from Soviet, Polish and Korean vessels, shown in Appendix C,
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catch rates for octopus  mtthr! and the location ofFigure 6 shows estiinate ca c
statistical blocks. e ca c1 k . Th . tch rates used in this data were extrapolat
raw data appearing in ppen ixAppendix C. They represent the highest
rates yielded by this data.

rate numbers are not aRemember that the ca c an
but statistica in erencest 1 ' f rences based on samples ot a whole catch. It is impossible
to assume that eac o serveth t h bserver sampled with the same efficiency or wa
with the same e p u ness yh " . h 1 fulness by the crew. Also, the data does iiot reflect
type of gear use orf - d or the conditions under which catches wer e takei-..
therefore ar o useh I h d t this data to compare efficiency oi various har vesting
methods.

DIQLOGY OF O. DOFLEIKI  WULKFR!

The iaiit octo us O. dotleini is fouiid in the northern Pacific along
coasts of Korea, Japan, eastern USSR, the Aleutian Islands, Alaska, western
Canada, and as far south as northern California  Pickford 1964; Mottet 1976!,

dofleini  Okutani 1977; Sakamoto 1976! but these names are falling into disuse.

The larvae hatch from eggs, usually laid in the lair of the female and kept by
her until her death, some two months before the larvae actually hatch. The
eggs are about 7 mm long  Mottet 1976!. Thc young are planktonic, and do
not begin bottom dwelling until they are at least 35 mm long. It appears from
sampling that O. dofleini hatch t}iroughout the year. This suggests different
spawning stocks or that, there is no specific season for inating. Other
Japanese research translated by Mottet suggests that the eggs take about 6.5
months to hatch, depending on temperature.

This suggests post hatching survival rate of 4 percent to 6 rnm and 1 percent
to 10 tnm  Green 1973! . Survival to inaturity then, is high, when compared
with some of the more prolific species like herring.

Mottet �976! reviews a number of Japanese articles on the immature octopus
and migrations of f Hokkaido. This material may be of use in determining
fishing patterns of octopods in Alaska. Fishing and tagging data show that
immature octopus, weighing over 1 kg, make two seasonal onshore- offshore
migrations a year in Hokkaido. The populations are deep water from about
February through April and again from August through October. The
pods do not make long migrations parallel to the shore, however. The fishing
seasons for O. dofleini correlate with the migrations, with the majority of the
fishing taking place in depths of 80 m or less.

Migrations have also been recorded in Washington by divers when the octo
pods winter in shallow water less than 50 ft deep. In the spring ~
octopods move to deeper water over 100 ft.

Althou gh sexual maturity does not come until late in the li f e cy cle, the
growth of the immature octopod is extremely rapid. Within a short tinie i«an
become quite large. Mottet, in translations of Japanese articles, relates t»t
two specimens reared by Kanamaru and Yamashita �969! increased in we'gh
1.78 percent per day for 1 kg, and. 1.43 percent per day for 2 kg ~

12
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Other rearing experiments lasting from July to September showed a tripling of
average specimen size. The greatest percentage increase per day was in
specimens weighing about 1.5 kg at the beginning of rear nag �.7 percent per
day!. It was less for larger specimens weighing 4 kg �.9 percent per day!
 Kanamaru 1964! .

It is known from this and other work tltat wild specimens of O. ciofleini can
increase in weight from 1 kg to 10 kg in a year. It is fairly certain that O.
doileini may start to sexually mature 18 months to two years after hatchiiig
iMottet 19767. Apparently, males sexually mature before feirnal s, since the
breeding often occurs with immature females. The breeding season of O.
dofleini in Hokkaido is quite long with a season peak f rom October through
December. However, breeding can apparently take place well into spring,
overlapping spawning from May to June.

The interesting aspect of the octopod's life history, however, is tliat despite
its enormous size  some fishermeii report up to 400 lbs!, the life expectancy
appears to be only about four to five years. This creates an interesting
problem for fisheries ma.nagernent: its relatively short life and sedentary
existence cause the octopus to be especially susceptible to overfishing. 'I'his
may exhibit itself as boom and bust cycles in the established fishery.

Figure 7 shows a general anatomy oi ~Octo us ~s. which may be useful for
following discussions on harvest and processing techniques.

14
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Much has been writ terr,ibout octopus c,rtclrrrrg tec}i»i<lur s. '1'wo r ecerrt works
are Mottet �97tr! arrd Per!»irrgto» �9 79! . lrr botlr arti< h s, si vc ral dr 1'ferent
techniques are discussed, list�'in g,id v arri ages at> d drs.rcl v;in t,r ges. Although
the typical octopus t'rshi«g boat irr,l;ip;«r is r cl;itivcly sr».dl with arr outboard
motor, lust,ibout ariy small erat t would be suit,rlrl» 1 or r»osi tis birr g methods
discussed  Perrninglr>rr !'!7'1! ~ '1 he,«iv.ir!t,igr oi ocirrprrs tishirrg is th,it it is
relatively high value fishery th;it r< rluires vc ry little special equrpirrent.

The most likely fisiiirrg metlrod, arrd r»re that is irr conrrnorr pr,rctice through-
out mos t of the world ~ is tire oc top us "lair" pot / l rr r gli rie s y st«or . 'l. hose are
typically unbiated recepticals made to reserrble octopus lairs. '1'he variatrons
on the fair pot scorn c»dless. per»rrrrgtorr �979! suggr sts old tires or tire
sectiorrs �'igure 8!, wooden crates, sewr r tiles, cl;ry pots, 5 gal cans or
plastic b ucke ts. h«o t tet �976! repor t s t hat t l>c,l .i panese octopus lair pot is
19,000 to 28,000 cm or 37 to 45 crrr lorrg, Z'r' to 33 cnr wide, arid 18 to ZZ cm
high with variable openings rrf bc twee» lr 5 to 178 cm . Tlrr l,iir pot size
varies with fishing efficiericy,

The most important factor iri determining octopus pot size and dirner>sion is
the size oi octopus desireci. Mott et cites that a rrraxrmurrr weight oi octopus
for marketing as 1'rosh octopus in J;rprr» is 10 kg or «bout 'Z lbs. Peirnington
identifies a minimum size of about 3 kg or 6.6 lbs tor th» same market.
Although O. dofleini grows to be very large, it has ber'rr t'ound that these
larger animals are well into spawriing stage. '1 hey aro avoided i» J apan
because of their lower food quality due to toughness. Tliey commarid about
half the price that one under 2Z lbs would obtain. Octopus over 2Z 1bs are
used for smoking, drying, canning, or pickling, as well as for bait.

Octopods for use iii the bait markets of Alaska may be from 10 lbs upward  ZO
lbs or more tend to be preferred! with an estimated expressed price per lb of
between 604' and 90rt  Pennington 1979!, This is compared with wholesale
prices quoted by Japanese of approximately f 1.50 per lb.

Japanese tariff s and import quotas imposed on imported octpus indicate air
freighting fresh octopus from Alaska to Japan is a losing proposition. On the
other hand, there appears to be a substantial and well-developed bait market
for octopus in Alaska. There is also potential for replacing sub stantial
Japanese trade to Alaska in large octopus.

The octopus pot is usually fished in areas where few natural lairs are avail-
able for octopus but food is plentiful. They are also fished where the cur-
rents arid other water conditions are too adverse for other methods of cap-
ture.

Most octopus pots are of the dirnensian described above and weighted to sink
and prevent shifting in bottom currents. This ballast keeps the pots from
moving around in currents. Ballast may be rocks or cement slabs poured on
the bottom of the trap, or sandbags as used by Japanese fishermen, Most
traps in Japan are run parallel to prevailing currents, Where there is no
current, the traps are run parallel to shore.
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Figure 8 ~ Octopus pot made from tire sections.  Pennington 1979!
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The soak time may be from three days to a week or longer depending on the
time of season. !t is not necessary to get an early mornirig start to check
octopus trap s, since the octopus usually does not get settled into its lair
until about rnid- inorning . Thc retrieval of the pots is somewhat similar to
the procedure used on a halibut rig. The striiig is winched up and the
octopus laden pot is removed irom the becket loop or snap. The octopus is
removed using a coaxing probe through one of the drain lioles after a new
box has been placed on the string  Mottet 1976! .

There have been numerous improvements on the trap syste~, many of which
have been initiated by the Japanese. Experiments suggest that black traps
have a statistically better chance of providin g high yields than red, blue,
green or cream colored traps. This suggests octopus prefer black and sub-
stantiates the contention by some biologists that octopods perceive color.

There are also a number of other methods of octopus harvest that are even
simpler than the one discussed above. These have been covered in great
detail by Pennington �979! and are discussed here in summary.

In areas of high octopus density or where substantial migration occurs, a
longline tangle hook system may be used. T' he longline is set up such that
the hooks, spaced about I ft apart hang a few inches off the bottom. The
octopus becomes entangled in the hook system.

Another method described by Pennington is roughly similar to the one de-
scribed above. In this scheme, hooks are more widely spaced and each is
baited with a lure or bait about 6 in. above the actual hook. The hook is

placed so that the average size octopus would have a difficult time tearing
loose by attaching himself to the bottom  Figure 9A! . Yet another method
described by Pennington is perhaps the simplest of all, calling for alternating
floats an d weights placed every 0 ft on the groundlines with fairly large
treble hooks  similar to a Mustad Strong No. 4/0 treble hook! attached to 6
in. gangions  Figure 9B! . The idea is to entice the octopus to ta.ke the float
 which serves as a lure! . During its attack, the octopus is fouled in the
hook below the bait.

The other two gear types described by Pennin.gton and Mottet are drift lures
and gaffs. Both of these methods are used in shallow or rocky areas, but
are highly labor intensive. The drifted lure is simply a cluster of soft wire
hooks, twisted into an eye at the front of the lure and attached to a cast
iron, lead or stone weight, weighing between 180 and 220 g. To determine
whether or not an octopus is on the drifting line  Figure 10!, see which ones
of the group of lures set is traveling slower than the others. The fisherman
then pulls up the lagging piece of gear and checks to see if there is an
octopus entangled.

Gaffing is usually done from the boat, with a long gaff and a view box. Bait
is dangled on a line over a probable lair to entice the octopus from his quar-
ters. As the octopus makes his attack on the bait, the fishertnan makes his
attack with the gaff.

A highly sophisticated trawl gear type for catching octopus has been used by
the Japanese and Spanish fleets since the early l960s, mostly for fishing the
Saharan Bank along northwest Africa and the Gulf of Guinea. This is one of

l9
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Figure 9. Other octopus catching methods. A! A longline tangle hook
system; B! A "baiteds longline rigged off the bottom.  Pennington
1979!
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Figure 10. The drifting, baited octopus lure.  Pennington 1979!



the richest cephalopod fisheries of the world, Kith the adverit of the large
Japanese and Spanish harvest methods also carne a substantially depressed
price structure of octopods in Japan during the year I'�7  Koyar;ia 1976! .

The trawl gear shown in Figure 11 lias been designed by 'I'okai Regional
Fisheries Kesearch Laboratory with some desigri suggestion from Fr.
Sueberkrueb of West Germany. This trawl was designed with ix panels
rather than the less experisive four panels. The trawl has an opening height
of about 3 m arid is usually towed at 3 to 4 knots by trawlers of 1,5 IO gt and
Z ~ 700 hp. The trawl is usually equipped with what has beeri called ari "octo-
pus lifter," a tickler chain stretched between the two door s of the tr awl
which irritates the octopus so that it cari be scooped up by the trawl itself.
Apparently this method can only be used where the density of the octopus
resource is very great. It has been ventured by Voss �973! and others that
the possible reason for such high octopus density is the massive amount of
dead fish returned as "trash" to the ocean in what appears to be a relatively
srriall area. The Vorth Africari grounds are an example of this. The liypothe-
sis is that cephalopods have taken the place of the scaled fish as the highest
consumers in the food chain.
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Figure ll. Octopus bottom trawl net for trawlers of 1,500 gt and Z,700 hp.
HR= headrope, GR= groundrope. The diamond-shaped symbol
indicates stretched mesh measurement. Black dot indicates
diameter.  Koyama 1976!





OCTOPUS PROCESSIN

processing octopus for human consumptio» generally tollows methods developed
by the Japanese and the Spanish. Since the countries are the two largest
producers ~ and since Spain is a leading exporter to Japan, the processiiig
techniques described here are indicative of common practice.

SPAIN

Octopus is landed in Spanish ports either as wet or fr< zen fish  Schv artz
197 Z ! . Apparently, the larger vessels fishing tvr octopus over per iods of
several months treeze the octopus whole with aii ice glaze.

When landed at port, t.he glaze is melted av ay with a strong jet cf salt
and the octopus is allowed to thaw. Then the viscera is cut away by
and the mouth apparatus is removed. The octopus is then placed into
of runniiig water to remove ink, sancl a»d other material. The gutted
pus is then graded and placed in cartons for freezing.

water
hand,
a vat
octo-

The Spanish trade has developed two different size classifications for grading
octopus, one for Spanish markets,  Table 2! and one ior octopus exported to
Japan  Table 3 ! . It should be noted that these classifications aren' t strictly
followed.

In either case, tlie octopus are placed in frozen blocks with the tentacles laid
back to expose the mouth and the suckers. Octopus for export tv Japa~ also
undergo a beating process, where the flesh is tenderized by placing it in a
rotating drum with ridges on the inside. iilottet �976! describes this as a
barrel, about 1 m in diameter. The ridges are about 7 cm high. Constantly
bumping the octopus against the ridges tcnderizes the meat without damaging
the skin of the octopus. About 7 liter of salt and 120 ml of the chemical
Wioban are added to the octopus. The salt removes slime while t lie chemical
improves color.

Canning octopus is also common in Spain. After cleaning and washing, the
tentacles are separated from the head, and then sprinkled with salt. The
octopus are placed on trays and cooked at 104oC to 105oC for as long as 55
minutes for large sizes and for 45 minutes for medium sizes. The skin is
then removed from the tentacles by hand while they are still warm. The
mantle, however, is not skinned.
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After this operation, the octopus are either frozen in boxes as described
ahorse, or they are cooked in boiling water from 15 to 30 minutes depending
on the size of the individual octopus. These octopus are placed in a block
and frozen at -35oC for five to seven hours or until the core temperature is
at least -18" C. Some processors produce octopus in packages smaller than 10
kg, usually around 1 kg. These are usually individually bagged whole octo-
pods, raw or cooked, that have been frozen to a core temperature of -18oC.
In some regions of Spain octopus are also chopped into bite-size pieces, then
frozen in 250 g blocks at -25o to -35 C.



Table 2. Sizes of octopus tor the Spanish market

Grams of octo us �, vul gris!Number

over 3,000

1,000 � 3,000

5OO � 1,000

200 � 500

less than ZOO

SOURCE: Schwartz �972!

Table 3, Octopus size prepared for Japan, frozen

Pieces in one f r o zen blockGrade ~Octo oo

Over 4,000
3,000 - 4,000
2,000 � 3,000
1,500 � 2,000
1,000 � 1,500

500 � 1,000
300 � 500

Less than 300
damaged octopus w/mixed sizes

SOURCE: Schwartz 1972
One frozen block contains 10 kg.
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has been estimated by Schwartz �97Z! that one worker can skin between
100 and 150 kg of octopus in one hour. After cooling to an ambient tempera-
ture  about 45 minutes! the mantle and skinned tentacles are chopped into
mm pieces and canned. The unskinned mantle gives the canned octopus a
desirable odor and color . A more complete discussion ot processing proce-
dures is included in the section on world trade.

Japanese authors have not only researched the market aspects of octopus
trade but have also done extensive work in identifying processing techniques
that yield good product quality for Japanese consumers as well as tor other
consumers. Tanekawa �971! notes that O. dofleini  mizudako! is a less palat-
able species of oc.top us and is usually canned with many seasoning s or is an
important ingredient in Yamato-ni or teriyaki dishes. Japanese processing
also includes dried, season-smoked, and pickled octopus meat.





THE FEASIBILITY VF HARVESTING OCTOPUS

1N T ROD UCT ION

An analysis was performed on the t'easibility of usiiig pots to harvest octopus
for five months out of the year. The study is based on data collected on the
costs and earnings of the shellfish fleet in 1976 by the Commercial Fisheries
Entry Commission  CFEC! and data collected by the Alaska. Sea Grant Program
on costs and earnings of the salmon and herring fleets for 1979  l arson
1980! . These are at present the only published sources oi cost and earnings
information on the Alaska fishing iieet. The results oi the analysis and
instructions on how to interpret them are in Appendices D and E. Since the
feasibility study was performed on two different sets of data, these analyses
are discussed separately.

We analyzed the range of boat sizes commonly found iri Alaska, but expected
success rates at different catch levels and prices gradually lose meaning as
the vessels get larger. This is because, based on our trade contacts from
Europe and the Orient, the octopus market may not be open to us in the near
future. We have a larger, and therefore, less desirable  or unknown! octo-
pus. The local bait market is tied to tire longline fisheries, specifically
halibut, and tends to fluctuate with them. Owners of larger vessels and
their processor I broker' contacts must be willing to spend extra time and
money to develop food markets for the large octopus and break down the
consumer barriers to this new product. Otherwise they will not be able to
effectively compete with smaller vessels, regar dless of what this analysis
shows,

The ex vessel prices used are representative of prices currently paid for bait
octopus at different ports in Alaska and Washington. lt is clear that the
octopus fishery will be founded on the limited demand for bait. This market
could be saturated cluite easily by deliver ies from a large vessel. Extreme
caution must be exercised to keep prices for the bait octopus at a level that
would support the fishery. Any upward surge in catch that exceeds the
supply, now co~trolled by Japan, might lead to decreased ex vessel prices in
an octopus fishery even though Japanese octopus are often of inferior
quality.

For this reason, we sug gest seriously considering octopus har vesting if your
vessel is under 80 ft, or if you are already set up ior longlining and can do
it without some of the expenses we have included here.

There is also the issue of resource durability. Some experienced researchers
on the life history of the octopus suggest that a major fishery may harm the
octopus population  High 1980! . Rapid recruitment of octopus would tend to
refute this, Further, although octopods prey on commercially valuable spe-
cies like crab, it is not conclusive that the predatory activity is harmful in
the long run. These issues, however, cause concern among some fisheries
biologists apprehensive about degradation of the environment and a possible
change in the structure of other major fisheries due to a rapidly expanding
octopus fishery.
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POT HARVESTING

A total of 91 cases were investigated from the CFEC data. Of these 91 cases,
62 were used for the analysis. The keel lengths ranged from 56 to 152 ft.
We chose only vessels that fished for either Tanner crab or king crab in
1976. Because the octopus fishery is essentially a combination of a pot and
longline fishery, it was felt that the deck space and the use of pots in the
crab fishery would be good starting points for considering the feasibility of
another pot fishery.

Another major assumption was that in this new fishery, the crev' shares,
skipper shares, food and fuel costs, as well as the days per trip should
remain the same as in the crab fishery. For this reason, there is great
variability in the success of' different vessels.

Although we tried to maintain the integrity of the original data, there were
many missing values for each of the variables necessary to complete the
analysis. Where applicable, we substituted the average of each variable when
there were missing values. These averages are reported further on. Within
cases, there were numerous examples of misleading data, particularly with
regard to relationships among crew shares, skipper shares, and crew cost
shares, as well as in the relationships among trips per year, trips per month,
and days per trip.

A number of data adjustments had to be made to reconcile these problems.
Average weighted galley costs  AVGALY! over king and Tanner fisheries for
five months were adjusted to 1980 by a ratio of the February 1980 Anchorage
Consumer Price Index and the May 1976 index. This multiplier was calculated
at 1.3547. Average weighted fuel costs for the king and Tanner crab fisher-
ies  AVELFU! for five months were also adjusted to 1980, using a ratio of the
combined wholesale price indexes of gasoline and diesel fuel for commercial
consumers in the Pacific states from June 1976 to February 1980. This ratio
was calculated at 2.1706.

Four different scale sizes of equipment were created for the feasibility
analysis based on reel sizes, All of the analysis was based on the traditional
5/16 in,. 1,800 ft halibut groundline with a pot every 50 ft �6 pots!,

An unpublished manuscript by Clifton �980! and telephone conversations with
the same author revealed that in his research, he was able to make wooden
octopus pots approximately 30 in. long and 1 ft square for less than $10,
including labor. However, he cautioned that a bailasted box might weigh
nearly 70 lbs when finished. We have suggested an alternative to this, for
those wanting a large number of lighter weight octopus pots. Many plastic
moulding companies could produce a similarly dimensioned box for about $20.
En fact, there are dark colored standard production containers available in
these dimensions which can be readily adapted to octopus fishing. Table 4
shows the complete cost of a single skate of line with 36 octopus pots. This
table also shows the cost of the end lines and the necessary hardware,

These calculations were applied to four different reel sizes, the dimensions
and capacities of which are shown in Table 5. These are aluminum combina-
tion reels with dished heads, which can be used for other fisheries. We have
assumed the fisherman will need to buy equipment to fish octopus. We have



gable 4. Skate and end fixture costs for octopus fishing

Cost of ot ear er skate at 50 ft centers

$105.00

720.00
13.68

5.50

$844 .18

End fixture costs

1 skate 5/16 in. ~ 1,800 ft

36 plastic pots, black 12 in. x 12 in. x 30 in.
td $20 ea.

36 snap-ons 8 $.38 ea.
36 gangion lines  ~ $.1528 ea,

2 end lines: each 300 it, 1/Z in. polypropylene
rope La $. 15/ f t

2 kedge anchors, 30 to 35 lbs 4 $50.65 ea.
2 bouys 70 in. circumference  d $23.00 ea.
2 anchor shackles 9 $4.00 ea.
2 groundhne shackles 8 $3.DO ea.
2 6 ft zinc plated 5/16 in. chain L~ $2.65/ft

$90. 00
101.30

46 .00
8.00
6.00

31.80
$283.10
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included the cost of the reels and attendant ge ar in the anal y sis. In deter-
mining the minimum size boat required for installation of this gear, we have
allowed a clearance of 3 it vn either side of the reel, based on an estimation
of length-width relationships among nine vessels of lengths similar to those in
the analysis.

Another assumption is that the gear depreciates to zero over a three year
period. Wc have assessed salvage values based on our best guess of the
depreciation rate o» all other pieces of equipment. These are shown in Table
6.

Results

Thc following discussion ou.tlines the percentage success rates, measured as
percent of vessels that show a positive NPV out of the 6' vessels analyzed.
The entire range of ex vessel price and catch rate combinations are shown for
each scale size,

et present value refers to future income minus costs, discounted to the
present, using an appropriate interest rate. This is because money received
in the future is not the same as money received today. That's because money
in han.d can be loaned at interest. That interest can be used as a means of
comparing the value of money at different points in time.

Each variable  NPV ! indicates a certain ex vessel price, catch per hour,
a.nd reel size. NPV stands for net present value. The following digit indi-
cates pounds per pot per week and will be a 1, 2, or 7, standing for 2.1, 5.6
or 10.5 lbs, respectively. The second digit stands for ex vessel price, and
will be a 1, 2, or 3, standing for $.5, $.75, or $1.10 per pound, respectively.
The final letter stands for the reel size and will be A, B, C, or D, indicating
the different sizes used in this analysis. The percentages on the chart
indicate the number of vessels which at least would breakcven in the fishery
over three years. YPV23A would be a figure for 5.6 lbs per pot per week,
receiving $1.10 per pound with a 48 x 36 x 62 in. reel. A description of how
the net present value was calculated and instructions on how to use the case
tables are included in Appendix D.

For Reel Size 48 x 36 x 6Z inches  Scale A!

The following matrix of percentage success was generated. for this scale size:



Table 6. Estimated three year salvage value on the fixed costs of en tering the
octopus fishery~

Anchoring
shackles

and chains"
Reel size

 in. !
Reel and

level wind~

48x36x62 $2,244.40

Depending on the type of information obtained either straight line or declining
balance methods were used to calculate deprecia.tions.

2Seven year capital life; annual depreciation rate =,2847  Source: Rem Equipment
1980!.

~Ten year capital life; annual depreciation rate = .2.
"Twenty year capital life; annual depreciation rate = .l.

48x48x73

60x48x85.5

60x60x 107. 1

2,411.43

2,536.1?

2,743.15

Fairlead
and other

retrieval
ear~

$1,157.44

1,446 .76

1,736.11

2,025.46

$555. 59

/73.63

1,436.51

1,878 . 81

Total
three year

salvage
v alue

$3,957.40

4,F�l.82

5,708.74

6, 647. 42



Table 7. Scale A percentage of success in octopus fishing by average catch
per pot per week and average ex vessel price

Pounds cau ht er ot er week
2.1 5. 10.5

NPV 1 1 A
3. 23%

I'i P lA

37. 10%
NP 21A

8.06'.50

 NPV12A!
3. 23't

 YPV72A!
69.35%

 NPVZZA!
24. 19'4$ .75

 NPV73A!
83.87%

 NPV13A!  NPVG3A!
53.23%$1.10

Both of these vessels had higher than normal trip averages. Case 57 had a
relatively high total crew cost. Both vessels ha.d fuel and galley costs that
were on the low end of the range. Our adjusted variables indicate a similar
breakdown of costs for these two money-making vessels at the low end of the
catch rates and ex vessel prices used in this analysis,

For Reel Size 48 x 48 x 73 inches  Scale B!

The following matrix of percentage success after three years in the octopus
fishery was generated for this scale size:

Table 8. Scale B percentage of success in octopus fishing by average catch
per pot per week and average ex vessel price

Pounds cau ht ez ot er week
5,62.1

NPV7ZB
66.13'%

 NPV21B!
19,354

NPVllB
3. 23%,$ .50

 NPV7ZB!
80.65%

 NPV22B!
50,00'h

 NPV12B!
3.?3%

 NPV73B!
93.55%

 NPVZ3B!
75.81%

 NPV13B!
9.68%$1.10

It appears that because of the small size of the reel, most of the larger
vessels had a difficult time making money. The two vessels that were able to
make money at a catch rate of 2.1 lbs per week per pot, and at $.50 per lb
 cases 51 and 57! were in the 60 to 70 ft range.



For Reel Size 60 x 48 x 85.5 inches  Scaie C!

The following matrix of percentages of successful boats after three years in
the octopus fishery was generated for this scale size of. operation:

Table 9. Scale C percentage of success in octopus fishing by average catch
per pot per week and average ex vessel price

Pounds cau ht er ot er week
10.'52.1

 NPV71C!
85, 48~a

NPV21C
49. 68'o

NPV11C

3.23%$ .50

 NPV2? C!
80.65%

  iVPV12G!
3.06%

 NPV72C!
98,39>

$ .75

 NPV23G!
90.32%

 NPV13C!
33. 87'4

 NPV73C!
100.00%$1.10

Again, it appear s that the smaller vessels, below 80 f t, show positive N p Vs
much sooner, over lower ranges of catch rates and ex vessel prices than
larger boats. However, using this scale size, all vessels showed a positive
NFV at the highest combination of catch rate and ex vessel price.

For Reel Size 60 x 60 x 107.1 inches  Scale D!

The following matrix of the percentage of successful boats  those with posi-
tive NPV's! was generated for this scale size of operation.

36

in t}rls scale size, more large vessels were able to show a positive NPV. A
few of these cases were just barely above zero, and cio not look likely for
any venture except one with very well defined catch rates and ex vessel
prices over the three year venture.



Table 10. Scale D percentage of success in octopus fishing by average catch
per pot per week and average ex vessel price

Pounds cau ht er ot er week
2.1 5. 10.5

NPV11D!  NPV21D NPV71D
3.23% 69. 35'4 90. 32%$ .50

 NPV22D!
83.875%

 NPV72D}
98.39%

 NPV12D!
l 6. 13'4$ .75

 NPV13D!
54.84%,

 NPV23D!
98 . 39't

 NPV73D}
100, 00+o$1.10

We again sec that for all NPV's up to case number 30, the proportion of
successful vessels is much lower than those cases numbering 30 and up. We
attribute this to two factors:

1. The variable costs of vessels above 80 ft reflect vigorous offshore
long trip fishing that imposes extra costs o» the operation.

2. The scale sizes of reels and costs we used in. this analysis did not
use the resources these vessels normally use to their fullest capa-
city: for example, the reels are not big enough to support the
activities of some of these boats.

Con elusion s

The scale sizes that we have used here cover the range of operation that we
could expect to see in a limited market octopus fishery. We therefore think
that it would be unwise for vessels longer than 80 ft to consider octopus
fishing using the methods we have defined for the market we have determined
through questionnaire responses.
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Vessels below 80 ft may want to start test fishing to see if catch rates de-
scribed here can be met. We suspect a reasonable catch rate lies between Z.l
and 5. 6 lbs per pot per week. However, since this is most cr itical, we
suggest that Alaska Department of Fish and Game be included in the formation
of this fishery and that careful records of catch rate be kept to monitor the
health of this fishery,





LONGLINE HARVESTINC

This analy sis was to deterriiine if smaller vessels of the salmon ana herring
fleet could be reasonably successful lorigliriing octopus, using the same basic
investment cost data generated for the analysis on larger boats. Detailed
results of this aiialysis, a full description of variables used, and instructioris
on how individual boat owners can determine their probable success are shown
in Appendix E.

This analysis of summarized responses from representative members of the
salmon and lierrin.g fleet can be a powerful tool. lt will enable a fisherman
contemplating an off-season octopus fishery to see beforehaitd what his
chances might be if he were to enter the fishery, given his own cost struc-
ture and crew payment set-up. A feasibility analysis, however, is nothing
more than a set of realistic assuntptions about a new fisher y, arranged to

One implicit assumption is that the catch rates between 2.1 lbs per pot per
week anti 10. 5 lbs per pot per week can be maintained over three years.
Each fisherman must realistically assess whether or riot he can actually catch
the amounts described consistently over three years, and preferably longer.
Success will largely depend on the ~umber of entrants into this fishery, We
cannot begin to address what the results could be if a lar ge ~umber of fish-
ermen simultaneously launched serious harvesting /processing / marketing ven-
tures. As stated earlier, it is strongly suggested that each fisherman care-
fully monitor the interest generated by this report and base his decisions
a ccor din g ly .

It would also be wise to work closely with the Alaska. Department of Fish and
C'arne to develop an adequate biological data base to assure a safe and eq-
uitable harvest. We do not believe that the motive for entering this fishery
can be one of "fast bucks". If so, it is likely that the fishery will collapse
early .

For this analysis, we have assumed a five month season. A one week �2
hour! soak time, and a three year involvement. The skate equipment set-up
is the same as in the previous analysis. We have divided the boat sizes up
into those up to 30 ft, those from 31 to 45 ft, and those from 46 to 65 ft. We
did not perform the analysis by fishery type  the fishery the boat wa.s origi-
nally involved in!, although we do have a variable that allows the reader to
refer to this. For the boats up to 30 ft, we assumed gear to be five skates
plus a set of endlines. We assumed that five skates could be pulled by hand
or available equipment. For vessels 31 to 45 ft and 46 to 65 ft, we assumed
gear costs to be Scales B and C respectively, taken from the previous anal-
ysis. In this analysis, as with the one before, we have tried to maintain the
integrity of the original data for food and fuel costs, crew and skipper
shares, where they were not missing or misleading. We performed the neces-
sary calculations when the skipper specified that he subtracted food, fuel or
food and fuel costs from the total revenue before applying the crew and
skipper shares.



We have gone irito more detail in Appendix E on howsow these total reve»ues and

NPV s were actually calculatecl. you can also c hec k for yourself to see how
you would come out if you decided to get into the octopus fishery.
Results

The following discussion outlines the percentage of successful vessels, mea-
sured as percerit ol vessels in a size class, that shov' a positive net preseiit
value. The entire range oi' ex vessel and catch rate combinations are siiown
for each scale size.

Vessels up to 30 ft

These vessels used a five skate, two end line set-up that costs $4,797.10
 Table 3! . Salvage value was fixed at zero. Although this is not entirely
accurate, we decided it was better to overestimate costs where we could,
rather than underestimate them. This size class had the boats whicli fished
18 0 oct op u s pots .

Table ll. Percentage of success in octopus fishing by average catch per pot
per week and average ex vessel price for vessels to 30 ft

Pounds cau ht er ot er week
l0. 52.1

NPV21!
15.3A

NPV11
0

 NPV31!
57.6SW$ .50

 NPV12!
0

 NPV22!
42.314

�4PV32!
76.92%

 NFV13!
11.54%

 NPV23!
61.54%

 NPV33!
80. 775$1. 10

Vessels 31 to 45 ft

These vessels were gi en a 48 x 48 x 73 in, reel, with a ZZ skate capacity.
The total ~st of this se -up is $28,461,76. Th< sa>�,
$4.6M.82. For vessels on th low end of this size class, the reel. may be
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roup beioi e run»lng the
We made three major adjustments for each size gvariables that were miss-analysis. First we substituted average values foo t ii at t hey were not n>issi» ging. We also adjusted crew arid skipper shares so7 ~ rceii t pay meiit to t he boat it'or misleading ~ Finally we provided for a -0 pere . percent, Ma»y skippel sthe combiiied shares on the vessel were equal to 100ouiitlng i although they ma!do precisely the same thing i» their iiiter»al accou ~ Yer shares rot lect this an dbankroll varying amounts for their boat. "f he skipp
we wanted this analysis to show how much v ould go to the boat after all costs

were subtr acted.



slightly larger than optimum size. The number of pots fished by this set-up
is 792 ~ There are 62 observations in this size range of vessels.

Table 12. Percentage of success itt octopus fishing by average catch per p«
per week and average ex vessel price for vessels 31 to 45

Pounds cau ht er ot er week
Z.I 10.5

 NPV ll !
0

 NPVZ1!
30,65%,

 NPV31!
80.65>$ .50

 ,NPV12!
3.Z34

 NPV3Z!
85.484

 NPVZZ!
77.428$ .75

 NPV13!
19. 354

 NPVZ3!
82.26%

 NPV33!
90. 32%,$1. 10

Vessels 46 to 65 ft

Table 13. Percenta.ge of success in octopus fishing by average catch per pot
per week and average ex vessel price for vessels 46 to 65 ft

Pounds cau. ht er ot er week
2.1 5.6 1.0. 5

 NPV31!
66.66%

 NPV21
33.33~

 NPV11!
0$ .50

 NPV32!
100. 004

 NPV22!
66.66'

 NPV12!
0$ .75

 NPV33!
100.004

 NPV23!
100. 00'4

 NPV13!
33. 33%$1. 10
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These vessels were given a 60 x 48 x 86.6 in. reel, with a 40 skate capacity.
The total cost of. all gear was $45,931. 86. The salvage value was fixed at
$5,708.74. For vessels at the low end of this size range, the size of the reel
may be slightly larger than optimum size. There were three cases in this
size range.



Conclusions

The results indicate that larger, mechanized vessels are likely to do betterthan the smaller vessels with hand rigged skates. In the middle ranges ofcatch rates and ex vessel prices, the success rates of the vessels below 30were less than 50 percent. This indicates that considerable caution should beexercised to assure that adequate catch rates and ex vessel prices can beobtaine d. Again, the most obvious feature of all successful ex ample s isdaily variable costs. They are on the average lower than the mean costs forthat vessel group. The reader should now consult Appendix E to estimate forhimself the success he is likely to have if he were to go into octopus fishing.



WORLD TRADE OF OCTOPUS

Details ori how the questionnaire was developed and a copy of it are contained
in Appendix 1'. Essentially, it asked for two types of information:

General and topical data including descriptions of the fishing indus-
try, which octopus species they preferred, and descriptions of
harvesting and processing techniques.

Marketing data, including import and export information, used to
construct a model showing every relevant dealer on the world
market.

Fisheries ministers in each country were contacted arid asked to supply the
following information:

Production and value of harvest  defined or landed catch! from 1974
to 1977

2. Import value for 1977  or 1976, if 1977 not available!

3. Export value for 1977  or 1976, if 1977 not available!

4. Trade barriers against the U.S.  tariff and non-tariff!

Names and addresses of iraporters that might be interested in U.S.
trade.

5,

This informa.tion is raore fully detailed in Appendix F.

Processors, wholesalers and brokers were then sent a questionnaire to deter-
mine:

l. Interest in species offered by U,S. catches

2. Desired harvesting techniques

3. Desired processing techniques

4. If they could be contacted by English-speaking businessmen

5. Specific quality control requirements

6. Price quotes, buyer terms.
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Our summary of octopus world trade is based on responses we received to a
questionnaire. Countries that raight be interested in the octopus trade were
deterniined by consulting United Nations statistics in the FAO's Yearbook of
Fishery Statistics. Using data for 1976 and 1977, and an elimination process
described in Appendix F, we selected a ~umber of countries to contact. The
questionnaire went not only to government agencies, but. also to companies
interested in octopus.



This is more detailed in Appendices C and H.

1977 WORLD TRADE, PICTURE FOR OCTOPUS

The information in Appendix t  Import and Export Statistics for Countries
Reporting Trade in Octopus! has been summarized in Figure 12. In this trade
diagram, an arrow pointing to a country indicates that it imports from
country where the arrow originates. A double arrow indicates cro~s trade
between two countries. Consult Appendix H to determine net trade flows.

The major importers are Japan, France, Canada, Greece, Italy, Spain, Hong
Kong, and the United States. Major exporters are Japan, i rance ~ Italy,
Morocco, Thailand, the Republic of Korea, Spain, Mauritania, and Tunisia,
based on their l977 trade statistics.

The most probable export targets, based on this information, are Japan,
France, C recce, Italy, Spain, Hong Kong, and the United States.

COMPANIES THAT CLEAVE POSITIVE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The extent of replies we received to the questionnaire varied. Some only
answered the yes and no portion, others provided detailed information on
processing and harvesting techniques. Because the form was rather compli-
cated, we believe those who took the time to answer it were genuinely inter-
ested in possible U.S. trade.

For instance, the most widely traded a.nd accepted octopus in the world is O.
v~ul aria, a smaller variety of O. dofleini. With the exception of the
Japanese, who are famiiiar with O. dofleini, and find it inferior to O.
~vol aria, most processors had a difticult time believing that an octopus as big
as we described could actually be sold. However, many are willing to at least
try.

The company names that follow are those which gave the most positive re-
sponse to our inquiry. Each address is followed by a short synopsis of their
responses.

An.glo-Skandia
Gr. Elbestrasse 133
200 Hamburg 50
ATTN: I, A.Ã. Kromraes
Tele: 040-38-18-12
Telex,: 02 12 564 ASKA

This company was interested in octopus, fresh-frozen, without heads
cleaned with heads in blocks of 10 kg. The maximum weight of each octopus
should be about 3 kg ~ They offer a CIF Haraburg price of about $2 per kg ~
They wiII conduct business in English and invite visits to their office.



JAPAN

FED. RE

PORT

ZER LAND
GRE

OTHER COUNTR I ES

SR I LANKA

SENEGAL

SAUDI ARABIA
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SPAIN

Figure 1Z. World trade of octopus 1979.  Federal Republic of Germany 1977,
F r ance 1977, Hon g K on g 1977, It aly 1977, J ap an 1977, Sp ain 1977,
Thailand 1977, Tunisia 1977.
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Standard Ubersee Handels OMAH
Rothenbaumchaussee 3
?000 Hamburg 13
ATTN r 5. J. Ravenborg
Tele: 040-44-10-41
Telex; 02 11 596

This company expressed interest in octopus but gave no further specifica-
tions.

The processing methods described by German companies were very close to
the Spanish and the Japanese methods, They indicate that these are the best
methods to copy.

France

Paul Coutau-Begarie
P. O. Box 22
33029 Hourdeaux Cedex
France
Tele: �6! 48-55-17
Telex: 560853 AFTOM

This import j export agent is interested in impor ting octopus. Processin.g
procedures and prices were riot discussed. Will respond to inquiries in
English, visitors are welcome.

P. A. Corn ara

Rappresentanze
Via Giacomo Boni, 37
? 0144 Milano
Italy
ATTN: Mr. P.A. Cornara
Tele: 46-94-178
Telex. NORPES 333879

O. ~vul aria was named as the species this import/export house favors.
Products are to be frozen whole or on board in 15 to 25 kg blocks. It as-
sumes an extended fishing trip, which will normally n.ot occur in Alaska. If
you want to know more, Cornara sug gests that you send specific size and
type of fish considered. Prices were not discussed and samples are required.
Commercial Services International
International SRG
Via Vincenzo hlonti, 56
ZOLi? 3 hlilano
Italy
ATTN: J.D. MaraneHi, Director
Tele: 469-l464
Telex: 332078



This is an Americari owned firm. They presently represent Thomas Borthwick
and Soiis, Australia, as iiriporters. '1'hey represerrt Conserviera Adriatica of
Offida, Italy, as exporter s. Specifications outside of' rrozeii blocks were not
given.

Etruria, S. P. A.
Piazza Bertarelli,
20122 hiilano

Italy

This indepcnderxt processor is interested in importing octopus headless,
gutted, or gutted in 10 kg blocks. Poly wrapping vfith two blocks to a
master cartori is also required. Each block should con.tain homogenous speci-
rnen using the following grading system:

500 g to 100 g
1 kg to ' .kg
2 kg to 3 kg
4 kg to5 kg

C IF It al y p rice w as giv en as $3, 000 p er mt . They are willing to deal in
English and visitors are welcome.

Giolfo arid Calcagno, S. P. A.
Via Ovada, 1
16158-Casella Postale 98
Genova Voltri

This is an independent nationwide distributor, They have handled O.
~vui aria. Processing specifications follow this typo and size. They prefer
trawled octopus frozen at sea. An Alaskan pot fishery, however, wiH give a
product superior to this. Size sorting is as follows:

Up to 500 g, gutted
500 to 1,500 g, gutted
1,500 to 4,000 g, headless
Greater than 4 kg, not acceptable

The frozen blocks should be ab out 10 kg, poly wrapped and packed two
blocks to a master carton. Prices were not discussed. rfrI'ill conduct business
in English, visitors are welcome.

Co-Optrade Japan, Ltd.
Seikyo Kaikan 1-13
4-Choine

Sendagaya
Shib uya-ku
Tokyo
Japan
ATTN: K. Miyasaka
Tele: 03-404-3251

Telex: J23393 COOPTR
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company has handled 0. ~vul aria. They will resp nd to in<luiries in
English and visitors are welcome.

Ito Yokado Co., Ltd.
5 Sanbancho
Chiyodaku
Tokyo
JapanATTN. S. Yoshimura, Trading Departmezlt  FUOD!
Tele: 03-Z64-2111
Telex: Z3S41

y expressed interest in importir g oct p
It is an independent processor as well as an import/export broker.

Kabushiki Kaisha Washington Fish
 Washington Fish, Inc. !
4th Floor, Ikeda Bldg.
4-5-5 Tsukiji Chuo-ku
Tokyo, 104
JapanATTN: lyir. Masataka Sueyoshi, Vice President
Tele: �3! 542-9301
Telex: J24234

This is the importI export brokerage house for Washington Fish in. Japan.
They have traded in what they call O. bardii which may be ~vul aria. Speci-
men are divided into three size classes, but no weight. specific were given.
The octopus should be block frozen in 7. 5, 10, or 15 k g units, with two
blocks per master car ton, Poly wrapping is assumed. Avoid holding the
octopus until the skin turns reddish or pink. This is a sign of poor quality.
CIF Tokyo prices of $.50 per pound were quoted.

Kanematsu Gosho, Ltd.
Central P.O. Box 141
Tokyo, 100-91
Japan
TG55

This independent processor uses a variety of products. Detailed information
on everything but price was given. 'I'he response was in excellent English

visitors are welcome to the main office. They indicate pot harvested
octopus have a higher quality than those taken by trawl, because the skin is
seldom broken. The octopus should have the ink sac tied off, be clean
p«ked and frozen as soon as possible�. The following gr a de s are common
throughout Japan:

4 kg and heavier per animal
2 to 4 kg per animal
1.5 to 2 kg per animal

T4: I to 1,5 kg per animal
0.5 to 1 kg per animal
-3 to .5 kg per anitnal
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They should be frozeii in 10, 20 or 30 kg blocks, poly wrapped anci packed in
a m-ster carton. The main quality consideration is taste.

N ichiry o, l.t d.
No. Z-l, 2-Chome

A za bud ai, ilinato-ku
Tokyo
Japan
ATTIC: 2 . Tanaka, hiarine Products Section
'I'ele: �3! 584-0151

Telex: 242-2136 NICkYUJ

This company is primarily interested in crab, salmon and herring producers,
but is also iiiterested in octopus. Business can be conducted in English and
t2iey welcome visitors.

Tokyo Commercial Co., Ltd.
P lay g ui de B ld g .
6-4 Cinza, 2-Chome Chuo-ku
Tokyo, IU4
Japan
ATTiil: Seiichi Takeuchi, I.mport Section

This company prefers pot trapping or trawling. The octopus are gutted,
sized and quick frozen on board in 20 kg blocks. The blocks are covered
with a poly bag and put in 20 or 60 kg master cartons. The opening bid is
5800 per mt, Tokyo or Yokohama.

Cama and Comes, 1.DA
Rua Formosa, 345
Porto

Portugal
T ele: 27462
Telex: Z2419 -A  OiblES P

This is a pr ocessing, import anct export business. They will conduct busi-
ness in Fnglish and visitors are welcome. They require immediate freezing in
10 kg blocks. Port of entry is Leixoes.

Sociedade de I'omento Da Pesca, I.DA  SOFOPEL!
Avenida Duque de Louie, 86-1~ Esq,
Lisboa, I
Portugal
Tele: 56-08-43

Telex: 13446-SOFOPE P

SOFOPEL is a diversified company which has its own vessels fishing off
Portugal. the Azores and the Newfoundland Bank. They indicated interest in
octopus but provided no details. They will conduct business in English and
appear to have American contacts for fish products.



~Sain

Armour, S. A. E.
Importacion-Exportacion
Plaza Urquinaona, 6
Planta 15b
Bar celona, 10
Spain
Tele: 318-56-lb
Telex: DELFO-E5 4749

This company indirated an interest in octopus without further comment.

Carreras S/A
Consignaciones dc Pescados Y rviariscos
Wellington, 52-70
Locales 3-4-5
B arcelona

Spain
ATTN: Sr. A. htoreno
Tele: 300-00-66-l654-1658
Telex: 54.122 RAPE-E

This is a processing firm. They responded in Spanish but indicated theywould also communicate in English. Interest in octopus was indicated without
f ur ther detail. I

CIKISA
Compania Internacional De
Exportacion E Importacion S,A.
Alcala, 30-32
Madrid 14
Spain

This is a processing, import and export business. Specific harvesting and
processing details were not discussed.

Commercial Vemora, S. A.
Impar tacion-Expor tacion
Acalde Sainz de Barada, 29
Madrid, 9
Spain
Tele: 274-60-99

This company buys octopus frozen in sea water, headless, in blocks of 5 k,g,plastic wrapped and placed in a master carton of. larger capacity �0 to 15kg!. The emphasis is on "sea fresh" product with no additives. The only
meaningful quality control factor is immediate freezing.



Compesca, S. A.
Calvo Sotelo, 19
Santander

Spain
ATTN: Sr. J. Yllcra ~ tblanaging Director, import/Export Tele;
Telex: 3i867 FOOD-E

212362

This processing, import and export compariy answered the questionnaire in
excellent Eitglish. They are extremely interested in octopus, but gave no
further details.

Consaj a, S. A.
P.O. Box 12
San Vincente de la Barquera
Santander

Spain
ATTN; Sr. Angel AJA t'ai.
Tele: 71-01-00

Telex: 3!.884 AJA E

This company responded in Spanish, but will communicate iii Fnglish. Visi-
tors are welcome. The octopus are usually fr ozen on board after thorough
cleaniiig and evisceration. The block~  weight not specified! are then packed
in 10 kg ca.rtons. Dark color is preferred. A CIF price of $. i8 per pound at
Santander was quoted.

Eurofrio
Alimentos Congelados S.A.
de la Sar dineina 3 5

Auda.
La Coruna

Spain
Tele: 23-09-67

This company expressed interest in octopus without further comment. Will
conduct business in English and welcome visitors.

Frigorificos Berbes, S.A.
P.O. Box 1,004

Vigo
Spain
ATTN: Sr. Alberto ltlartin Valera, Comercio Exterior
Tele:  986! 29-77-00
Telex: 83020 BERB E

This company responded in Spanish. They are not sure if O. dofleini is
marketable in Spain, primarily because size, color and flesh consistency is
different irom that of O. ~vul aria. They consider weights of 10 to 15 kg
"excessive" for octopus. They are however, interested in exploring the
market possibilities. The second step would be to send samples. O. ~vul aria
is inarketed in Spain with the head and without viscera.



Frigorificos Troulo, S. A.
Ap ar ta do, 10 01
Vigo
Spain
ATTN: Sr, Manuel Fernandez Rodriquez
Tele:  986! 23-25-7 2
Telex: 83089 TROU E

This is a. secondary processing and distribution company interested primarily
in O. v~ul aria. After the octopus are eviscerated and washed, they are
classified by the following sizes: to .5 kg, .5 to 1 kg, 1 to 3 kg, and larger
than 3 kg, They are then frozen on trays of undetermined size. The blocks
are plastic wrapped and placed i.n cardboard boxes, one to two blocks per
box. Quality control is strict with freshness, color and odor a.s tests.
Correct weight classification is important as are the washing and evisceration.
No prices were quoted.

Rober t C or don Maple
Ap ar ta.do 5 96
Seville

Spain
ATT N: R. G. Ma.pie
Tele: 61-41-47

This is an American business. Maple is interested in obtaining supplies and
suppliers from Alaska in all types of seafood. He suggests that he could act
as an intermediary for Alaskan sellers both in the United States and Spain.
He is interested in octopus, if potential sellers will send samples and photos
of processing equipment and techniques.

Mayorista Pesca del Sur S.A.
Av. Garcia Morato, 6-8
ZoZ Barcelona, 1. a

Spain
ATTN: Sr. 1,. D, Navarra

This company has hanciied both O. ~vul aria and E. cirrose. English is used
and visitors are welcome.

Pescanova, S. A.
Apartado 424,
Vigo
Spain
ATTN: Juan A, Gallastequi, Manager Foreign Dep't.
Tele: 21-57-91
Telex: 8307Z Pesva K

Techniques for processing O. ~vul arts were discussed. Octopus are washed
and immediately frozen in 5 kg blocks right after capture. These should be
plastic wrapped and placed in master cartons of 15 kg.



SHIPPlNC THE PRODUCT

Surface Shipping

Surface shipping companies in Alaska indicate that there are only two specific
routes th at oper ate continuously: Alaska to Seattle and Alaska to Tokyo,
This makes it difficult to estimate freight rates and routes without specific
product weight, destination and frequency of shipment. Those interested in
shipping information should contact shipping companies with specific informa-
tion for estimates. '1'he two major surface shippers in Alaska are American
President l.ines and Sea-Land, Inc. Some specific information on freight
rates and packaging is included in Appendix

Neither of these companies has much experience shipping to foreign countries
other than Japan and Korea. Surface shipment to Europe has offered little
incentive in the past because customer interest has been small. If shipping
through an Alaskan company is possible, there are three things to consider:

l. Almost all frozen products going to Europe will go through Seattle.
Another alternative is to ship by rail to the East Coast from Prince
Rupert.

2. Companies which ship froin the West Coast to Europe are almost
exclusively California based.

3. Truck and rail shipping routes to the east coast are well estab-
lished. From ea.stern ports, products can be placed on ships for
travel to Europe.

Air Freight

Air freighting perishable foods is more expensive but may be the best way to
insure product quality. Before deciding on how to send products, the follow-
ing questions should be considered,

l. How perishable is the commodity?

2. How valuable, by weight, is the commodity? Air freight rates are
often quite high per pound, especially for small non-containerized
shipments. If the CIF  customs, insurance, freight! quote agreed
on by the buyer and seller is not substa.ntial, the shipper may lose
money on the margin to shipping costs.

The section on air freighting was developed after contacting representatives
froin Western Airlines, Japan Airlines, Northwest Orient Airlines, Flying
Tigers, Air France and Scandinavian Airlines. Publications by Western
Airlines, the Air Tr anspor t A s sociation of America �971! and the Interna-
tional Chamber of Coinmerce �974! also proved useful.



3. What are the holding costs of the product? Because seafood is
highly perishable and because finance charges on money lent to
cover the cost oi a transaction is often high in Alaska, the cost oi
handling and storage caii be prohibitive.

4. How predictable is demand for the product? Successful trade with
foreign countries requires assurance of a steaciy demand in large
volume for a product. 'With a new or volatile consumer market, air
freight may be a good alternative to surface transportation.

5. What is the total cost of distribution? The Air 'I'ransport Associa-
tion of America �971! sug gests the tollowing elements be consid-
ered:

Transportation charges
Cost of capital tied up in inventory
W arehousing expense
PackagingInsurance  considerably higher for perishable items, estimated
at two times the cost for nonperishables!
Spoilage losses
Theft losses

Inventor y taxes.

a
b.
C.
d,
e.

f.

R ~
h.

In addition, the backhaul charges must be considered, especially if one's own
containers are being used. hlost airlines will help a shipper determine the
cheapest, most efficient way to send items. In most cases, they will also tell
a shipper when air freight is too expensive.

P acka ging

Once method of transportatio~ is determined, packaging should be considered.
There are three general categories;

l. Unit p acka gin g, no con tain er
2. Unit packaging, shipper owned containers
3. Unit packa.ging, carrier owned. containers.

Price breaks are available for shipper owned containers that meet domestic
and international air freight container regulations. Figure 13 shows the most
commonly used containers. Types E, E-2, D, 4, an d I N are corrugated
cardboard and reusable. The D, E, E-2, and Q containers are collapsible,
and entail backhaul charges. ! N boxes are tnade of Fiberglas and also carry
a backhaul charge. The I 5 container is so large it is used only by the
ajrMnes for the return trip. The original shipper is not charged backhaul
fees. Varying discounts are given fot' packing large weights in. the D, E,
E;?,, and Q boxes, for palleting small boxes and for loading or unloading at
points other than the airport.

Unit packaging with no container is the highest priced shipping. Only largequantities get a price break, so only large volume orders can be sent this
way without considerable expense.



' The maximum gross wt. for Ihe Type 0 container on a 707 or 720 aircraft is 1200 ibs.; 2,000 lbs. on
DC-t0 aircraft.

Figuxe 13. Containers available to air shippers.  WesterTt Airlines 19773
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carrt<r owned containers can lead to some savings- These are usually
rented at a fiat fee for both the container and the load. Each type  Figure
l4! has a maximum weight for the fee charged, called a pivot weight. lf thisweight is exceeded, a surcharge is assessed by the pound, kilo or centi-
weight.

Generally, airlines provide night and day rates for container s, pick-up
delivery, and free time for loading and unloading freight. Container rate
are also regulated by the Air Freight Container Tariff.
Airlines and some freight iorwarders also have containers which canproducts cold with dry ice or refrigerator compresses. Self-contained refri-
geration reduces the risk of loss if flight connections are delayed, but th~~~
are also a substantial premium payment involved when using dry ice. Delays
often occur because freight packed in dry ice is sometimes not compatible with
other cargo.

lt may be best to consider a super-insulated container. This avoids the
refrigeration problems of hookups and carbon dioxide build up. These con-
tainers are available through independent container dealers in Anchorage,

Freight Rates

Freight rates, like container rates, are controlled by both regional and
international tarii'fs. Comparing freight charges might not be a good way to
choose among airlines, but the following considerations may help with the
decision;

Freight rates are divided into four categories: general commodity shipments,
exception rating, priority reserved flight, and specific commodity shipments.
General commodity tarif f s are based on net weight or weight and volume
estimations. As the weight increases, the per pound rate decreases ~ Excep
tion rates are percentage surcharges to the general commodity rate for»ip
ments requiring special handling. Priority reserve flight is a special service
that reserves space for a shipment that must be on a certain flight. Specific
commodity rates are the most used rates for very high volumes of specific
product between cities. There is, for example, a special rate
tween Anchorage and Tokyo  Appendix I!, These rates are near ly always
lower than general commodity rates.

A en 'xppendix I gives an example of general commochty rates by division
weight from Anchorage to different destinations in Europe, Asia and
America. Five of nine airline contacts responded with discussions on
It is interesting to note the difference between special seafood rates off
b Northwest Airliny irlines to Tokyo and Japan Airlines' general comtnodity

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.

Directness of flight
Pick-up, delivery and loading services offered
Storage space and conditions at layover points
Airline policy on lost, damaged or misdelivered freight
Allowing shipper to travel with order
Ability of airline to plan logistics for handling and delivery
Accurate tariff interpretation for weight and type of shiptnent
Favorable terms of payment and cities served.



The M -1 container and pallet are
loaded onto the main deck of the 747
combi. The internal volume measures
600 cubic feet. The maximum gross
weight is 15,000 pounds. The weight
without cargo is 1,119 pounds.

F gure 14 ~ Carrier containers   Uestern Airlines 1977; Scandinavian Airline systexas
1979!.



for the same destination. lt is also interesting to note the comparison be-
tween the general rates for container dimensions in the questionnaire and
rates that apply to the carrier owned containers. This signifies a consid-
erable savings over loose cargo.

OTHER CON srDERAT10NS

Dimensional Rate Rule, For high volume, low weight shipments, the following
rates are used:

1, For most domestic shipments, 1 lb = 250 in~
2. For international shipments, I lb = 194 in3

If dimensional weight exceeds measured weight, then rates are charged accord-
in g to the di mens ion al r ate .

Sur charge For Dry Ice Use. Almost all airlines give a flat charge ior han-
dling shipments packed in dry ice. A restricted article certificate is also
required.

Compliance With U, S. Fish and Game I aws. Seafood must have a declaration
for importation or exportation of fish or wildlife, This is U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Department form 3-177.

Compliance With U. S. Export Laws. Export shipments must have two copies
of the shipper's export declaration of shipments from the United States  form
7525-V! . This declaration describes export district, port, city, transporta-
tion, name of carrier, exporters, agents, consignees, and the foreign port.

Shipping Arrangements. Arrangements with a carrier should be made well in
advance of shipping date. You should discuss preservation  brine, ice, dry
ice, self-contained refrigeration, ground cold storage!, length of transit,
rates for loading and unloading, terms of payment and so forth. If shipping
to a foreign. country, considerable lead time is required to determine the
procedure for getting things into the country. Most important is kn.owing the
buyer or his agent, l,osses are often caused by failure to have a.n agent
available for the consignee, failure to give an agent power oi attor ney, or
failure to notify the buyer that a shipment is on the way,

The buyer may also refuse shipment at the point of destination, As a foreign
national, the seller has little legal recourse as the product spoils on site. It
is a good idea to have an alternative plan for the product in case the buyer
refu.ses shipment. For this reason it is also best for the seller or his agent
to be with the shipment when it arrives until customers prove reliable,

Planning and confirming shipping logistics may prov e profitable to many
seHers, especially if they are able to use the plan many times. llowever,
many sellers may find it is less expensive and more efficient to work through
a broker, rather than setting up trade routes on their own.



Organizations. If you have more questions on the air freight industry, the
f olio win g organizations should be able to help   Air T ran spor t A ssociation of
A me r ic a 19 71!:

International Air Transport Association of America  IAIA!
1155 Mansfield

Montreal, 2
P.Q. Canada

The Air Cargo Tariff  TACT!  international!
P.O. Box 7627

1118 Z.7 Schipol Airport
T he N et. herl ands

Airline Tariff Publishers, Inc.  domestic!
1825 K Street
Washington, D. C. 20006

Air Cargo, inc.  ACI!  domestic and Canada!
1730 Rhode Island Ave., N.W.
Washington, D, C.

Official Airline Guide
P.O. Box 6710
Chicago, IL 60680

A Note About Financial Arrangements. There are quite a number of ways to
arrange payment for the shipment which entail less risk to the seller than
consignment  where payment is made shortly after arrival! . One possibility is
letters of credit, which are arrangements between the seller's and buyer' s
banks offering payment to the seller immediately upon presentation of evi-
dence that the product has been shipped, This is often an agreement that
must be filled even if the buyer rejects the shipment.

ICC Publication No. 290
United States Council of the International Chamber of Commerce
121 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

for

~Re ort
~Ex ort aod Domestic Market

Underutilized Fish and Sh

International Trade Specialist
National Marine Fisheries Service

NOAA, U. S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D. C. ?0235

Other methods of receiving payment have been compiled and explained by the
International Chamber of Commerce �974! and the National Marine Fisheries
Service and can be obtained by writing for the following publications;
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